The algebra A of all secondary operators generated by Hodge's star and the external differential is investigated. It is established that the elements of A are spanned by 1, *d, *8, V, *, d, 8, *V, where V: = -d8 + 8d, with the coefficients being formal power series in A = d {) + {) d. The multiplication law of A and its representations are studied.
INTRODUCTION
We are working in this text basically on a finite dimensional real manifold M n endowed with the nonsingular metric of the signature (n.,n_), n. + n_ = n, although all constructions and results will apply also mutatis mutandi for complex Mn's with nonsingular metric. The differential forms with which we are going to work are to be understood in both cases as complex-valued. Acting on the (complex) multiforms A = Ell A P, over a finite-dimensional manifold M, the external differential d and the normalized Hodge star, *, have the two basic properties: Apart from these, we have found recently' that it is useful to introduce the notion ofthe "anti-Laplacian" defined by .d-: = -d8 + 8d. These simple facts were shown to be useful in applications in the theory of the Hertz potentials. ' It seems, therefore, of some interest to investigate more systematically all secondary operators generated by d and *.
That is the basic motivation of this paper.
For this purpose, we shall consider the algebra generated by the associative operations d and *, i.e., the set of the formal series A, with the coefficients in C, of those products formed from d and * which should be considered independent modulo the equivalence class (1.1). Of course, the identity over A, ll, and the unity ofC, have to be identified within A. The elements ll, d, *, Ll, 8, b -are elements of A, and the equalities (1.5) and (1.6) are the equalities in the sense of this algebra.
A few comments about the basic consequences of(1.5) and (1.6). The operator Ll, commuting with the generators of A, commutes also with any product of these operators and hence: Knowing this, a useful lemma immediately follows:
Indeed, from the definitions of..1 and b-
.1 2 , we have
(1.13) and (1.11) follows thus by a trivial induction.
We observe now that according to the definitions of..1 andb-
(1.14)
Therefore, acting on these equalities from the right with the nilpotent d and 8 respectively, we obtain at once M = -..1d, Lh5 = ..18.
(1.15) lt follows in particular that:
Consequently, 2". implies also a general rule:
(1.17) We can now reduce (2.1) to its canonical form by employing our lemmas Y ± . Indeed, as the consequence of .51' ± we easily obtain:
The formulas from the first column are valid for n = 1,2,···, and from the second column apply for n = 0, I,. ...
Distinguishing now in the series (2.1) the terms even and odd in n and substituting from (2.2), remembering that .J commutes with all elements of A, after ordering, we can represent the result in the form of It is thus natural to categorize the possible elements of A as follows: First, we have the class of the algebraically neutral elements, which commute with all elements of A, consisting of the formal power series in .J:
We include, of course, in, V' the subclass of numbers, , J 'u:3 no· 1 , noEC. Therefore,. J' forms the center of the algebra A. therefore that the most general element of A is spanned by the eight elements from the list: -,*,d,D,*.:i-, (2.5) with the coefficients in the algebraically neutraluY.
Notice that in the first line of (2. The question now naturally arises concerning the structure of the multiplication table of the elements from our list ,!f'. In order to obtain this table in an esthetical form, it is convenient to take as the independent entries in the list SOme linear combinations of our eight operators.
of Suppose that we define as the secondary operators:
. (2.6) In the terms of these, the rules (1.15) take now the form (2.7) and we easily see that 
(2.10)
The sublist .:1" contains "even" operators and the operators from j'-are all "odd."
The general element of the studied algebra can be now written in its final "canonical" form: The multiplication table for the eight elements from the list ,:[ is given in Table I . This table is to be understood, of course, in the sense of the products of the elements listed in the first line by the elements from the first column (from the left).
The structure of the table shows that our choice for the base of aEA is indeed advantageous. First of all, we notice that all elements from the list 1 have simple squares: Six elements have algebraically neutral squares, 
while the squares of the two remaining elements are still algebraically active, (2.13)
It follows, however, that the fourth powers of these elements are already algebraically neutral:
(2.14)
Another advantage of the arrangement of the elements in the list 2", is that they all reappear in the lines and columns of the multiplication table with algebraically neutral coefficients of six types only: ± I, ± Ll, ± Ll 2. Our normalization of the elements in the list 2" assured the absence of complex coefficients in the table.
We can also observe the important fact: The upper left square of the table consisting of the products of the even elements with the even elements consists of the same even elements with the algebraically neutral coefficients. Moreover, the matrix of these products is symmetric. Thus, the even elements are spanning a conmutative subalgebra.
THE EXTENDED ALGEBRA A ext
In our multiplication table there appear as coefficients the algebraically neutral ± Ll and ± Ll 2. A natural idea thus arises to "normalize" properly our operators from the list 2" in such a manner that these coefficients shall disappear. In order to be able, however, to proceed with such a normalization, we must assume additionally that there exists over A . the new operation
which is endowed with the two basic properties: (1) it is algebraically passive, aEA-[Ll -1IZ,a]' -) = 0, and (2) has the property that . replace Ll -I a by Ll -la + a harm , Lla harm = 0, and when working with the inverse powers of Ll one must remember the possible ambiguities related to the existence of harmonic (multi-harmonic) forms. In this paper dedicated to purely algebraic considerations, realizing the difficulties related to giving a rigorous meaning to the postulate of the existence of the operator Ll -112, we shall only explore the algebraic consequences of this postulate.
Assuming thus the existence of such an algebraically neutral Ll -1/2 that (3.2) is true, we extend the set ofthe neutral elements to:
with the series understood as a formal power series. Then we can understand, as the extension of our algebra A, the algebra A ext, whose general element has the form of (2.11), with the algebraically neutral coefficients in .1"",xI. Thus, we construct the natural base for A exl by defining:
and we have the typical element of A exI in the form of (3.5)
The multiplication table of the base elements is now the properly reduced form of Table I , which we give in Table II. We immediately recognize from the table that the elements from the "Abelian corner", (l,a,/3,y) , normalized according to (l,ae -irr/4,/3e i 11 '/4, -iy) , amount to the cyclic group C., i.e., to the group of the roots of the fourth order of unity. [The products among (l, /3e irr/4 , , agree with the products among (l,i, -i, -1) .] The whole struc- 
From the point of view of a physicist, the interesting aspect of the algebra A exl consists in its matrix representations. From the fact that our multiplication table is the projective representation of the group (3.6), with C 4 having onedimensional representations, one easily infers that the lowest-dimensional faithful representation of the algebra A exl must be four-dimensional.
In order to construct such a representation, consider the two copies of the ring of the Pauli operators (l,ad and (1, pd, k = 1,2,3 with the familiar multiplication rules,
(of course, Em = 1) which possess the standard matrix realization:
We shall seek the representation of A ex' in the cartesian product (l,a k )X(I,PI), understanding 1 as the product of unities of both rings and proceeding with [ak>p, )'-) = 0; the four-dimensional matrix realizations of this Cartesian product one constructs in the standard manner, following Dirac. J One then easily finds that the objects II = 1, a: = (l/V2)(I -ia')PJ ' (3.10) /3: = (1IV2)(1 + iaJ)p" y: = -iaJ fulfill the multiplication rules of the Abelian corner of In the 4 X 4 matrix realization, the representation described by (3.40) and (3.11) amounts to
It is now of interest to work out in this representation our original operators from the list 2"', (2.5); one easily finds We can now substitute (3.14) and (3.15) into (2.3), which leads to the representation of aEA in the form of a 4 X 4 matrix with the commuting entries: and
(3.18)
It is now clear that the commuting objects from A""t, (K, .. 
_ l( 2 . 1)
Clearly, these operators all belong to Aext. For various purposes they represent perhaps the most advantageous linear combinations of the basic eight operators from the list Y' -because of the very simple multiplication table between them which is given in Table III. This table can be computed either directly by using the definitions (3.20) and the basic multiplication rules among the elements from the list :/", or by employing the remark that with (3.16) being the faithful representation of A ext, the multiplication rule among the elements of the form (3.19) must amount to the matrix multiplication of their coefficients from ~"yext:
We can now interpret this result by saying that the algebra A exl splits into the direct product of the subalgebras A and A spanned respectively by (KA.,uV) and (KipV'). These subalgebras do not contain unity; however,
Let WE ,A/"xt; we then easily find the secular determinant of the matrix (3.16), g<J (w): = det(a -lw) in the form of
. (3.23) According to the Hamilton-Cayley theorem, the matrix a from (3.16) fulfills the equation
with aO 1. The same equation must be fulfilled by aEA exI from (3.19) because of the multiplication rules (3.21) and (3.23). We can, however, by feeding (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.24) work out the coefficients of g<J(w) in the terms of the original formal power series in.J, (g<J ± , ... ,Y ±) which parametrize according to (2.3) aEA exI . Writing the polynomial in the form of
we find the coefficients in the form of (3.25) and 1420 C I : = 481'+, 
(3.27)
The structure of the coefficients CI,. .. ,C. is such that with (gil ± , ... ,Y ± )E ff, these coefficients are also all in ff; all roots of.1 cancel out. This has an important consequence: with (3.25) applying for an aEAext, we can infer that this relation must also apply on the level of the original algebra without the neccesity of introducing the operation.J -112. In other words, given some a in A, with all coefficients in (2.3) being in ff, we can assert that this element fulfills the equation gIl(a) = 0, with the coefficients Ch ... ,C. given explicitly by (3.27) and (3.28) also belonging toff, i.e., consisting in a formal power series in J. The device of A eXI was needed only as an intermediate step in order to obtain this result and a simple manner of determining the coefficients C, ... ,c..
THE INVERSE ELEMENT a-tEA AND SOME APPLICATIONS
When working with A eXI, one easily sees that its general element, given in the form of (3.19) if only Now, we shall call aEA strongly nonsingular, if this element given in the form of(2.3) has the property that C. from (3.27) has a nontrivial numerical leading term, i.e., if An element of A with C 4 =1=O will be called nonsingular. In various applications of A (or A ext) one will encounter the problem of solving for x the equation aEA, x, yEA (4.7) with a and Y known, or the similar system of equations: 'YiEA. (4.8) It is clear that when a is strongly nonsingular, (4.7) has an unique formal solution x = a-Iy; when it isjust nonsingular, (4.7) has a solution in the form of x = ay + xo, .::1 nxo = 0, (4.9) with the multiharmonic xoEA being arbitrary.
In the case ofa system of equations of the type (4.8), the chief idea in trying to devise their formal solutions would consist in the construction of such elements aij~=A that Gij.ajk = NikE ./Y. In principle, the algebraic information contained in this paper is sufficient for this purpose, but we will not elaborate this point in the present pUblication.
We will describe now briefly a typical example consisting in the search for solutions of the Maxwell equations in a curved space-time.
Let dim(M) = 4 and the signature of the real metric induced over the manifold M by * through ia-.la : = *(a A *a), aEA I, be (+ + + -). Then the real electromagnetic field given in local components by
is described entirely by the complex self-dual 2-form w:=f+*fEA2, (4.11) and the Maxwell equations without currents amount to
(4.12) The solution of (4. 12) in the terms of the Hertz potentials was described in some detail in Ref. 1; see also the excellent paper,4 where the theory of the Hertz potentials is outlined from the point of view of many formalisms appearing in the literature.
In the present text, we will consider conditions (4.12) under more general assumptions: instead of working with dim(M) = 4 and specific signature, we will only assume that dim(M) = 2n and instead of confining (i) to a 2-form, we will consider it as a general linear combination of multiforms from A over M.
It presents no difficulty to show that the general solution of (4. 12) can be represented in the form of aEA P---+*a: = eiTT(pp' + n_)12*oa, (A5) which has a manifest property **a = a for aEA p (p = 0, l, ... ,n), and hence, ** = lover the whole Ell pAP.
One then easily sees that the old 0 0 has a simplified form in terms of the new *:
aE A P-ooa = e -irr(n + l)!2*d*.a,
where the normalization factor is independent of p and of signature. The codifferential 0 = -i*d* used in this paper is related to 0 0 by: 0 = ei1rn!2oo, the factor e i1rn !2 being of no importance in general, and reducing to unity for the important in relativity n = 4. The operator Lio: = do o + Dod (i.e.,
for the pseudo-Riemannian geometry the deRahm-Lichnerowicz operator) is thus related toLi from our text again by Li = e + i1rn!2Li o , the unimportant factor again being unity for n = 4m. The renormalized * and 0 with ** = 1,0= -i*d* have self-evident algebraic advantages, simplifying simulta-
